art of Vranov's masters to the walk through time
The second journey of PreÅ¡ov region begins at the masters of Vranov nad TopÄ¾ou. Masters LukÃ¡Å¡ MurÃ-n and
VladimÃ-r VislockÃ½ will show how is created new life from wood.
After seeing the harmony between wood and technolgy the journey will take you to HanuÅ¡ovce nad TopÄ¾ou, where
you'll experience a walk through historical periods of mankind. Do you have any idea how a Paleolithic knife cuts? Do
you know how heavy a Neolithic axe is? Do you think youâ€™ll be able to hold a shield from the Bronze Age? Are you
able to grind flour on a Celtic mill? Will you induce a few tones on musical instruments? After visiting HanuÅ¡ovce you
will know the right answers.

A. Lukáš Murín

Manufacture of tailored artistic furniture
Â
The art of wood processing has been a part of our family for decades same as high quality wood has been the icon of
the Vranov district. I follow the inherited craftsmanship of highest quality with my own hands. At our workshop we
manufacture tailored artistic furniture based on the individual needs of each customer. As guardians of cultural values in
addition to manufacturing furniture, interior accessories and wooden floors we're â€‹â€‹devoted to restoration of wooden
antiques. Visit us and discover the unlimited options of wood.
Â Manufacture of artistic furniture, NemocniÄ•nÃ¡ 574, 09302 Vranov nad TopÄ¾ou
+421 908 317 828

B. Vladimír Vislocký

EUROPEAN REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FUND

CMC Clusters Meet Culture

An opportunity for development Valorizing productive excellences in tourism-cultural destinations

Artistic woodworks
Harmonious symbiosis of wood and modern technologies
Our sheltered workshop produces hand and laser engraved wooden souvenirs, portraits, tourist signs, medals,
pendants. We also print T-shirts, sublimate mugs and produce puzzles from photos, as well as magnets, business
cards, etc. In addition we produce all kind of information tables and commercial billboard. We also produce cars stickers
and interpretations. Simply said we will produce anything you want.
Visit us:
VAV KREATIV - ChrÃ¡nenÃ¡ dieÄ¾Åˆa, NemocniÄ•nÃ¡ 574, 093 01 Vranov nad TopÄ¾ou,+421 908 652 368
vavkreativsk@gmail.com vislocky.vladimir@gmail.com
Opening hours:
Pondelok - Piatok 9:00 -16:00
For more information visit:
www.vavkreativ.sk

C. Muzeum in Hanušovce

archeopark of creativity
Â
The museum is original, unique and the only one in Slovakia, which combines a live Archeological park and a traditional
Museum. The museum is located in a beautiful baroque mansion belonging to the significant Hungarian Dessewffy
genus.In the museum you may see valuable collections of the region's nature and history. The archaeological park in the
castle's area also provides a good knowledge of ancient history, but in and original way through your own experience.
Five dwellings of five prehistoric periods and the early Middle Ages (Paleolithic, Neolithic, Bronze Age, La TÃ©ne and
Slavic period), so the archaeological tour guides you through about 30 000 years in time.
Do you have any idea how a Paleolithic knife cuts? Do you know how heavy a Neolithic axe is? Do you think youâ€™ll
be able to hold a shield from the Bronze Age? Are you able to grind flour on a Celtic mill? Will you induce a few tones on
musical instruments? In the Archeological park we have banned an expression: do not touch! No, it's an interactive
space, a space for your creativity, so that you can take home your own experience of a touch with the past.
Visit us:
ZÃ¡mockÃ¡ ul. 160/5, 094 31 HanuÅ¡ovce nad TopÄ¾ou,Â
+421 57 445 23 71,Â +421 914 28 43 55
muz.hanus@gmail.com, vmuzeumhanus@stonline.sk
Opening hours:
September - June: Mon â€“ Fri 7.30 â€“ 15.00 July - August: Mon â€“ Fri 7.30 â€“ 17.00, Sat â€“ Sun 13.00 â€“ 17.00
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
www.muzeumhanusovce.sk

